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Significance

Price Tower
Wright spoke of his Tower this way at its dedication in February 1956:
"This is an assertion of the American sense of itself. This upraised hand
on the prairie is a symbol of American independence. Now the skyscraper
comes into its own on the rolling plains of Oklahoma." Little more than a
decade later several American cities were in flames, adding an ironic
footnote to a comment Wright made to a newsman immediately after the
dedication.
"Big cities are out of date," he said, "out of character with modern
life. They have become overcrowded architectural pigpiles. Now, buildings like the Price Tower point the way to decentralization of our
civilization. This building will say to the people: 'Stay at home and be
as beautiful and productive as you know how to be in the American way.*
This nation had to come to Bartlesville to find an American who had the
courage, initiative, character and enterprise to build this Tower and
make a reality of an American dream."
Price came to Bartlesville in 1915, fresh out of college, went to
work as a chemist in a zinc smelter. Out of a job in 1920, when a slump
hit the zinc industry, he opened an electric welding shop. It was an
era of expansion for the petroleum industry. Phillips and Cities Service,
both headquartered in Bartlesville, were struggling infants then. The
H. C. Price Company grew with them. And Wright's strikingly designed
tower
an "upraised hand on the prairie"
is thus a monument of sorts
to both men. On the day of the dedication Price himself put it this way:
"We all appreciated the benefits we had received from living in our
community, a community that had been very helpful to a young man with no
material assets. Therefore, we desired to built a structure which would
be a credit to our city for years to come."
The building is something less than twenty years old now. But it
has already fulfilled the predictions of both Wright and Price. The
Tower
the "upended street" of concrete and copper and glass ... the
"tree that escaped the crowded forest"
is both a bold "assertion of
the American sense of itself," as Wright declared, and "a credit" to the
community that gave him his start, as Price wanted it to be.
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL, (if known) PHYSICAL. APPEARANCE

Construction on the Tower began in November 1953* It was completed
and the building dedicated in February 1956. Tower height is 221 feet
to the top of its spire. It is built on the cantilever design, with all
floors and walls projected from four interior vertical shafts of reinforced concrete. None of the exterior walls are structural, but merely
screens resting on the horizontally cantilevered floors. They measure
approximately 4-5 feet across each side. Twenty-inch copper louvers,
pre-oxidized for the blue-green patina, shade the gold tinted window
glass.
The interior shafts divide Price Tower into four separate vertical
quadrants. As noted in No. 8, this enables the building to offer tenants
both living and working space. The entire structure is laid out on a
60° unit system that creates parallelogram units, or modules, to which
all walls and partitions conform (see the attached sketch of a typical
office floor plan). A two-story wing on the northeast side of the Tower
houses the Bartlesville offices of the Public Service Company of Oklahoma.
The H. C, Price Company itself now occupies all the office space
above the llth floor. The 16th floor has a buffet and kitchen, surrounded
by open terraces. These and the roofs over the covered carports form
planting areas filled with greenery. The l?th floor has a small office
in the center of the tower. The 18th floor includes a conference room
for the Price Company. The 19th floor, with no full quadrant areas,
contains Price's private office in the center. An outside roof garden
adjoins this office.
Glass throughout the Tower is gold tinted. Stamped copper plates of
special design decorate the facia on the buildings exterior. They have
been used in a limited way for interior decor . Frank Lloyd Wright*
designed the interiors and furniture only in that part of the Tower
occupied by the Price Company.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

Frank Lloyd Wright's Price Tower is a strikingly handsome monument
to one of the world's great architects ... a somewhat breath-taking
adaptation of an essentially urban concept
the skyscraper
to a
basically rural setting. Frank Lloyd Wright considered his 191-foothigh creation "the tree that escaped the crowded forest." With it, he
felt, the skyscraper had at last come into its own. Here "to the rolling
plains of Oklahoma," he said in 1956, the skyscraper had come "as a
fresh realization of the advantages of modern architecture yet unknown
to the great city."
Wright was never one to doubt the reality of his genius. Even the
skeptic, however, is likely to accept the master's basic concept ... and
admit that he carried it out boldly. "As a tree crowded in the forest
has no chance to become a complete entity," he wrote, "standing free it
may establish identity and preserve it. Witness this release of the
skyscraper from the slavery of commercial bondage to the human freedom
prophesied by our Declaration of Independence." The rhetoric may be a
bit heavy
especially in contrast to the amazing lightness of line of
the tower itself
but no one who has experienced the massive oppressiveness of urban-core "canyons" in New York City and Chicago can deny that
the Price Tower in its clean, small-town setting does indeed have strong,
eye-appealing, altogether appropriate "integrity."
Architecturally the tower is striking, if not necessarily
innovative. The cantilever design with its central core for elevators
and other services is hardly new. More unusual is the 60° unit system
which breaks up all floor space in the building into 60° parallelograms
instead of the more conventional rectangles. It is in the area of space
utilization that the tower is perhaps the most innovative.
Partly at the insistence of Harold C. Price, the pipeline company
executive who hired Wright to design his headquarters building, the
Tower combined living space with office space. All floors from three
to 15 are basically identical in design. Three of the quadrants were
designed for office space. The fourth, to the southwest and possessing
a separate entrance, was designed to accommodate eight two-story apartment units. Currently the H. C. Price Company itself occupies all the
office space above the llth floor.

Hosokawa, Bill, "Price's Tower of Independence," The Denver Post.
March 1956
—— ———— ———
Wright, Frank Lloyd, "Personal Commentary," Taliesin West, undated
Yount, W. E., Bartlesville, Oklahoma, A Personal Interview Jan. 11, 1974
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